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1. MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
Reversing the trend
Written customer complaints about water and sewerage companies are at their lowest
levels since 2004-05. For the fourth year running, water customers are making fewer
written complaints overall. From 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2012, complaints to water and
sewerage companies from domestic and business customers in England and Wales are down
11.9% on the previous year.

Customer written complaints
to water companies

Chart A Customer written complaints to water companies
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Figures stand at 163,027 complaints compared to 185,140 in 2010-11, and the increasing
trend that began before CCWater was formed in 2005 is in consistent decline. Customer
complaints have reduced more than 40% since their peak in 2007-08 and are showing
encouraging signs of returning to levels last seen in 2004-05 (142,958).
Over the past few years, CCWater has persuaded poor performing companies to improve
their service, communicate better with customers, and therefore reduce customer
complaints. The results are encouraging with 16 out of the 23 companies reporting a
reduction in complaints on 2010-11 figures. Most companies with previously high
complaint levels are also showing that they are working hard to reverse the trend.
Across four of the five key customer complaint categories, there has been a decrease in
complaint numbers (Table 1). Only customer complaints about metering issues increased
slightly during the year, but the number of complaints based on 10,000 metered properties
actually fell, reflecting in part the increase in customers on a meter. For those companies
undertaking a compulsory metering programme, CCWater continues to work with them to
ensure that there is extensive communication with customers, alongside help and support
for those moving to new charging arrangements.
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Table 1: Customer complaints by category
Complaint Category

2010-11

2011-12

% change

Billing & charges

119,087

102,410

-14.0

Water

28,431

25,561

-10.1

Sewerage

14,796

14,474

-2.2

Metering

7,378

7,576

+2.7

Other

15,448

13,006

-15.8

Total

185,140

163,027

-11.9

We pressed the water companies on individual customer complaints and, in 2011-12,
helped customers receive compensation and bill reductions totalling £2.3million, bringing
the total since we started in 2005 to almost £15million. As with previous years, we also
prompted other company actions, such as maintenance work, changes in company
policies, clearer explanation of processes, or an apology where appropriate.
Improvements achieved
Dŵr Cymru/ Welsh Water had the biggest reduction in customer complaints for the year
with 57.8% less than 2010-11. Other companies demonstrating a significant reduction
were: Wessex Water (-39.9%), Bristol (-38.7%), United Utilities (-30.5%), South West Water
(-25.8%) and Veolia Water Central (-24.5%).
Encouraging signs of improvements
United Utilities and South West Water are showing improvement. Both companies have
previously been in a poor position for complaints per 10,000 connections, and while still
having some work to do are clearly demonstrating their determination to drive complaint
numbers down, with reductions of over 30% and 25% respectively on the previous year.
CCWater will be monitoring this progress and encouraging both companies to build on this.
Improvements still needed
There are still some companies receiving too many complaints so there is no room for
complacency. We will be working closely with these companies on their strategy to turn
around their numbers for 2012-13.
It is disappointing that more customers of some companies have been let down and have
had cause to complain. This is particularly true in the south east of England.
South East Water reported an increase of 59.1% complaints from its customers, and as a
result is the worst performing company based on the standardised industry measure
(complaints per 10,000 connections). This is the first time in recent years a water only
company has been the worst performer in the industry. We have pressed South East Water
to commit to delivering the improvements needed to bring itself back in line with the
other companies.
Thames Water and Southern Water are the only water and sewerage companies to report
an increase in customer complaints on the previous year. Both companies are in a worse
position than 2010-11 when comparing complaints per 10,000 connections.
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Veolia Water East reported the highest increase in complaints (+77%) however is still in
line with the industry for complaints per 10,000 connections. CCWater will monitor the
company to make sure this is not the start of a trend.
Some companies are also having too many repeat contacts from customers about the same
issue and we will continue to encourage them to improve their complaint handling and
adopt our ‘right first time’ ethos.
CCWater still received over 11,000 complaints in the year against water companies and in
many cases found that the company could have taken further action. Since CCWater was
established in 2005, we have handled just over 100,000 consumer complaints about
companies and the industry and helped to secure almost £15m in compensation and
rebates for water customers.

Looking forward
The monopoly nature of the industry for domestic customers, alongside the expansion of
competition for business customers in England, the potential for drought and flooding
issues, combined with uncertain economic conditions and the forthcoming price review
means that the water industry and its customers are facing some tough challenges.
CCWater will continue to press those companies that need to do more to reduce
complaints and improve the way they handle them. We will also look at company policies
and challenge them where we believe they may lead to customer dissatisfaction.
We will represent the voice of the customer throughout the next price setting process and
help shape and influence polices and decisions that affect both business and domestic
water consumers.
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2. Introduction
The Consumer Council for Water (CCWater) is the statutory consumer organisation
representing water and sewerage customers in England and Wales. It has four regional
committees in England and a committee for Wales. It was established on 1 October 2005
to represent the interests of domestic and business customers of England and Wales. One
area of work CCWater carries out each year is to report on the written complaints
received by water companies and the complaints it receives directly from customers about
water companies in England and Wales. This is our sixth complaints report and covers the
period from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2012.
The tables appended to this report give more detail on the complaint numbers. We use
the information in this report to:
•
•
•
•

monitor long-term complaint trends and significant increases on the previous year;
compare company complaints per 10,000 connections and press the companies who
need to improve;
press the companies with high levels of repeat contacts to improve their complaint
handling service; and
analyse performance alongside other information, such as customer research from
CCWater’s Annual Tracking Survey, which asks customers about their overall
satisfaction from their company in both service and value for money.

Where CCWater identifies problems, we press the poor performing companies by meeting
their senior customer service staff to discuss company policies that may cause customer
dissatisfaction. CCWater also visits companies to assess how they dealt with a sample of
complaints they received and monitors performance throughout the year through the
complaints we receive against companies.
3. Total number of complaints for the water industry
CCWater is pleased to see that the pressure it has put on water companies to improve
continues to be reflected by the reducing number of complaints. Chart A shows in 201112, for the fourth year, water customers made less complaints to water companies.
Complaints reduced during the year by 11.9%, to 163,027 from 185,140 in 2010-11. Last
year, complaints were 40.4% down from their peak in 2007-08 of 273,463.
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Chart B: Customer complaints to companies and CCWater
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While written complaints to companies continued to reduce, complaints about companies
to CCWater increased slightly from 11,312 to 11,338. This number includes those made by
telephone, email and through our website. To ensure the matter is resolved quickly and
conveniently for the customer, we will try to resolve the issue over the telephone with the
company.
There were a number of issues that affected customers in the year, including water and
sewerage companies taking ownership of many customers’ private sewers. Economic
conditions made paying bills difficult for some customers. CCWater worked with the
water companies to ensure they communicated details of the new legislation on change of
ownership of private sewers to customers. We also advised customers on ways they could
save money on their water bill. In 2012 we launched our new online water meter
calculator that helps customers decide if they could save money by switching to a water
meter. All water companies will install a meter free of charge.
4. Complaint numbers by company
Table 2 compares the number of complaints customers made to their companies in 201112 to the previous year. The companies that provide a water only service are listed
separately from those who provide both a water and sewerage service.
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Table 2: Customer complaints to companies
Water and sewerage companies
Better than the previous year
Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water
Wessex
United Utilities
South West
Northumbrian
Severn Trent
Yorkshire
Anglian
Worse than the previous year
Southern
Thames
Water-only companies
Better than the previous year
Bristol
Veolia Water Central
Cambridge
Sutton and East Surrey
Dee Valley
South Staffordshire
Essex and Suffolk
Sembcorp Bournemouth
Worse than the previous year
Hartlepool
Veolia Water Southeast
Portsmouth
South East
Veolia Water East
All companies

2010-11

2011-12

% Change

11,033
4,691
39,004
6,091
6,193
24,185
9,561
19,458

4,660
2,817
27,107
4,518
4,997
20,706
8,443
17,683

-57.8
-39.9
-30.5
-25.8
-19.3
-14.4
-11.7
-9.1

12,362
30,615

12,863
34,466

+4.1
+12.6

2010-11

2011-12

% Change

2,006
2,632
416
653
730
2,745
3,469
478

1,229
1,987
323
552
622
2,475
3,231
465

-38.7
-24.5
-22.4
-15.5
-14.8
-9.8
-6.9
-2.7

115
118
201
8,232
152

131
140
248
13,095
269

+13.9
+18.6
+23.4
+59.1
+77.0

185,140

163,027

-11.9

The water industry consists of different sized companies, so we compare company
performance by the number of complaints per 10,000 connections, as shown in Chart C.
We separate the water only companies from the water and sewerage companies.
Companies that did worse in comparison and have moved up the chart are denoted by ‘+’.
Companies that improved and moved down the chart are denoted by ‘-’.
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Chart C: Customer complaints per company 10,000 connections
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1. United Utilities (=)
2. Southern (+3)
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9. Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water (-6)
10. Wessex (=)
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1. South East (=)
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The average number of complaints per 10,000 connections for the whole industry was
53.2, down from 60.8 in 2010-11.
In nearly all previous years, the company with the most complaints per 10,000 connections
was a water and sewerage company, partly because they provide an additional service to
water only companies, which can bring more complaints. For the first time since 1992-93,
a water only company has performed the worst in comparison to the rest of the industry.
Not only did South East Water customers make over 59% more complaints, but its
complaints per 10,000 connected properties rose to over twice the level of the other
companies, with the exception of United Utilities. In previous years, South East Water has
been the worst performing water only company and CCWater is disappointed that so many
of its customers have had cause to complain during the year. The company attributed the
increase in complaints to issues in the early part of the year, caused by delays in
responding to customer billing queries, and meter applications during the first six months
of the year.
The level of complaints South East Water received is not acceptable. CCWater will be
pressing the company to demonstrate that these problems have been resolved and there
will be no repeat. Our London and South East office will be closely monitoring the
complaints we receive against South East Water, receiving regular updates of the number
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of customers who complain directly to the company, and discussing the actions that they
have since taken to bring them back in line with other water companies.
United Utilities was the worst performing water and sewerage company but has improved
on the previous year. CCWater has worked with the company to turn around its previous
poor performance and bring it in line with the rest of the industry. There is a lot more for
the company to do and CCWater will continue to press the company to make sure it builds
on the improvements it has already made, and United Utilities receive fewer customer
complaints in future years.
Customer complaint numbers against most water and sewerage companies improved on
the previous year. The two exceptions were Southern Water that had an increase of 4.1%
on 2010-11 and Thames who received 12.6% more complaints. With other water and
sewerage companies improving, this put both companies in a worse position on Chart C by
three places. Despite fewer customers complaining to Anglian Water, it still moved up
one place. In previous years, South West Water often had the most complaints per 10,000
connected properties. CCWater is pleased that the company has built on previous years’
improvements and once again received fewer complaints. Due to its high bills it is
important the company continues to demonstrate that its charges represent good value for
money for its customers and builds on the improvements made.
Wessex Water’s customers made 39.9% fewer complaints, making it the best performing
water and sewerage company for complaints per 10,000 connections. Dŵr Cymru /Welsh
Water had the highest reduction in customer complaints, decreasing by almost 58%
compared to the previous year. This improved its position by six places on complaints per
10,000 connections, making it the second best performing water and sewerage company
for 2011-12.
We have already mentioned South East Water above. Dee Valley received fewer
complaints from its customers but remained the second worst water only company.
However, this is its first reduction in written complaints for seven years and follows the
work CCWater has done with the company to analyse the root causes of its complaints and
implement an improvement strategy.
Portsmouth Water continued to be the best industry performer with the lowest number of
written complaints per 10,000 connections. Veolia Water Central improved its position on
the previous year, becoming the second best performing company on the chart.
5. Complaints resolved after the first written contact
One of CCWater’s top five priorities is for companies to get it ‘Right first time’. We have
continually pressed companies to provide a good service and avoid giving customers reason
to complain. When customers do complain, we urge companies to resolve the problem
quickly, without hassle to the customer, and to prevent the customer from having to write
a second time. As well as total complaint numbers, CCWater asks companies to provide
the number of written complaints that were not resolved following the first letter.
Chart D shows the percentage of customer complaints each company resolved after one
written contact. For 2011-12, companies reported that 90.2% of written complaints
received were resolved after the first letter. This has improved from 88.5% for the
previous year.
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Chart D: Customer complaints resolved by companies after one letter
Water and sewerage
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CCWater expects companies to resolve at least 90% of complaints after one letter.
Thames Water fell well short of this level, with only 80.9% of complaints reported being
resolved at the first stage. Southern Water, second on the water and sewerage companies
chart, reported 88.3% of complaints being resolved following one letter. For the water
only companies, Dee Valley, Portsmouth and Sembcorp Bournemouth reported that more
than 10% of complaints they received were not resolved at the first stage. CCWater will
continue to push companies to resolve complaints at the first stage and build on the
improvements on the previous year.
6. CCWater investigation of customer complaints against companies
CCWater has pressed companies to have no more than two stages to their complaint
procedure, which many have agreed to. CCWater will help customers to resolve their
complaint against the company at any stage in the process by ensuring that the company
deals with the matter effectively, the points raised by the customer are addressed and the
outcome is reasonable. If a customer has exhausted the company complaint procedure,
CCWater will look at the service failure and consider whether the company has dealt with
the matter adequately. If CCWater finds that the company should do more we will
investigate the complaint on the customer’s behalf and press for a satisfactory resolution.
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Companies have responded to pressure from CCWater to resolve complaints before they
exhaust their procedure. In 2011-12, there were only 22 formal investigations against
companies, where we felt the company should have done more when the customer’s
complaint had exhausted their procedure. In these cases, we make representations on
behalf of the customer and press for a satisfactory resolution. CCWater helped to bring
this number of investigations down by advising companies on what they needed to do
before the matter reached the latter stages and encouraging companies to improve their
service and communication with customers.
In previous years, some water and sewerage companies had several hundred complaint
investigations against them. For example, three years ago CCWater investigated 399
complaints against United Utilities. In 2011-12, there were just five investigations against
the company.
Although investigations have reduced sharply, customers still need CCWater to help with
their complaints in what is a monopoly industry. In many cases, CCWater finds that the
company should have done more to either prevent or resolve the problem and will
investigate matters informally. From the complaints we received against companies in
2011-12, CCWater got companies to take appropriate action through works, an apology,
explanation or award bill reductions and compensation totalling £2.3 million.
Companies have an added incentive to prevent customer complaints, and when they do
receive them to resolve them as quickly and as much to their customer’s satisfaction as
possible. Previously the regulator measured company performance through the Overall
Performance Assessment, a suite of measures that companies reported annually to Ofwat.
CCWater pressed for new measures which mattered to customers. A satisfaction survey
from resolved customer contacts with the company is used as part of Ofwat’s Service
Incentive Mechanism (SIM). CCWater will continue to press for future regulatory measures
to have the right impact and deliver improvements for customers through service, value
for money and overall customer perception of service.
7. Customer complaints by main category
As well as total complaints and those not resolved after the first letter, CCWater ask
companies to report complaint numbers under five main categories:
•
•
•
•
•

billing and charges
water supply (e.g. water pressure, quality)
sewerage services (e.g. drainage, sewage treatment)
metering
other services (e.g. company administration)

As companies use different systems for recording complaints, the comparisons are not
precise. However, by looking through the main categories, areas some companies might
improve in the future can be better identified.
8. Customer complaints to companies about billing and charges
Billing and charges is regularly the highest main category of customer complaints to the
water companies. Although in most cases, they may not be as severe as some operational
complaints, a lot can go wrong. Almost 63% of written complaints to companies in 2011-12
were about billing and charges, similar to the previous year’s figure of 64.3%. Customers
made 14% fewer billing and charges complaints in 2011-12 (102,410 compared to 119,087).
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Table 3 shows the companies with the largest decreases and increases in complaints on
the previous year.
Table 3: Customer complaints about billing and charges
Company

2010-11

2011-12

% Change

Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water

6,493

1,971

-69.6

Wessex

3,000

1,530

-49.0

Bristol

1,291

662

-48.7

South West

2,811

2,007

-28.6

Veolia Water Central

1,480

1,076

-27.3

Veolia Water Southeast

79

93

+17.7

Portsmouth

124

172

+38.7

South East

5,712

8,997

+57.5

98

184

+87.8

Fewer complaints

More complaints

Veolia Water East

South East Water said a proportion of the increases were from delays in responding to
billing queries and price increases. This does not excuse the company’s poor performance
and CCWater is disappointed with the company’s poor customer service. The other
companies reporting an increase in billing and charges complaints started from low
numbers and compare better when considering complaints per 10,000 connections.
However, CCWater will monitor South East Water’s complaint levels to make sure that this
is not the start of an increasing complaint trend.
Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water reported a significant reduction in complaints which it put down
to several new initiatives, including increased meter reads, proactive customer contact /
call case ownership and business hours meeting customer expectations. Both Wessex
Water and Bristol Water built on their improvements on the previous year and South West
Water and Veolia Water Central reported strong improvements.
Chart E shows the billing and charges complaints for each company per 10,000 connected
properties. On average, customers made 33 complaints per 10,000 connections, down
from 39 in the previous year.
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Chart E: Billing and charges complaints per company 10,000 connections
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South East Water had the highest number of billing and charges complaints per 10,000
connections, its number increasing by 3,285 compared to 2010-11. United Utilities had
the second highest level but improved on the previous year. The company received 26%
less customer complaints about billing and charges compared to 2010-11. Its customer
billing and charging complaints per 10,000 connected properties fell to 67.6 compared to
92.2 in 2010-11. These two companies were the only significant outliers of complaints per
10,000 connections for this category.
Most companies reported fewer customer complaints about billing and charges compared
to the previous year. CCWater will continue to work with the industry to make sure this
continues and that the outliers move towards the rest of the industry.
9. Billing and charges complaints from metered customers
Customers pay water and sewerage charges based on meter readings or on an unmeasured
basis. Around 44% of all customers in England and Wales are metered, but this percentage
differs for each company.
CCWater asks companies to report the number of billing and charging complaints they
receive from measured customers as a subset of the total complaints for the billing and
charges category. We use this information to monitor and identify potential company
problems with the service they provide to their metered customers and where necessary,
press them to improve.
Chart F shows the billing and charges complaints from metered customers. Because
companies have different levels of customers who pay for their clean and used water
through a meter, 10,000 metered properties rather than connections has been used as a
comparison.
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Chart F: Billing and charges complaints from metered customers per 10,000 metered
properties
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The proportion of complaints for metered customers was greater because of the additional
problems such as higher than expected measured bills, standing charges and incorrect
meter readings. Similar to the total billing and charges complaints, South East Water had
the highest proportion of complaints from their measured customers. Southern Water also
had a high level of customer complaints per 10,000 metered properties. The company
began a universal metering programme in 2010, to be completed in 2015, and have
already installed over 200,000 meters.
CCWater supports metering as the fairest way of charging, but universal implementation
needs to be carried out sensitively. Before Southern Water began its universal metering
programme, CCWater pressed the company to make sure:
•
•
•

it fully assessed the implications of the scale and pace of the metering
programme;
that measures were put in place to help customers with the transition to metered
charging; and that
support was in place for customers who find their metered bills unaffordable.

Although Southern had the second highest proportion of billing and charges complaints
from measured customers, its universal metering programme has not had a drastic impact
on its complaint levels. The company will need to ensure that complaint levels are
managed appropriately and do not increase in future. We will continue to monitor the
implementation of this programme closely and analyse the customer feedback and
complaints related to it.
We report metering complaints in Section 12, which focuses on operational complaints,
such as faulty meters, location or the company refusal to fit a meter.
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10. Customer complaints to companies about their water supply
Customer complaints about water supply include leakage, water quality, low or high
pressure and water restrictions.
Complaints to companies about water supply reduced compared to the previous year by
10.1%. However, because other main categories of complaints reduced by more, the share
of water supply complaints increased slightly to 15.7% compared to 15.4% in 2010-11.
Part of the reason for complaints about water service remaining quite high was the
restrictions introduced in southern and eastern England in April 2012. Although this fell
outside of the reporting year, customers were aware of the situation before and would
have been conscious of issues such as leaks in the road and private leaks left unrepaired.
Table 4 shows the five companies with the largest percentage increases and decreases in
complaints from their customers about their water supply.
Table 4: Customer complaints about water supply
Company
Fewer complaints
United Utilities
Cambridge
Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water
Hartlepool
Severn Trent
More complaints
Southern
Veolia Water Southeast
Thames
South East
Veolia Water East

2010-11

2011-12

% Change

4,691
66
1403
20
6,130

1,810
29
792
13
4,020

-61.4
-56.1
-43.5
-35.0
-34.4

649
12
5,761

842
16
8,817

+29.7
+33.3
+53.0

940

1,993

+112.0

9

39

+333.3

The smaller companies with low numbers are more prone to have a higher increase or
reduction from a single incident. Some companies reported high increases or decreases
because of different circumstances. Severn Trent and United Utilities reported a higher
number of water supply complaints in the previous year because of the extreme cold
weather in January 2011, which caused pipes to burst.
Chart G shows the water supply complaints per 10,000 connections. The industry average
decreased to 10.3 complaints per 10,000 connections, from 11.5 in 2010-11.
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Chart G: Water supply complaints per company 10,000 connections
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Thames Water and South East Water were the worst performers when measured by water
supply complaints per 10,000 connections. Both companies were outliers compared to the
rest of the industry. Thames put the cause of its increase down to a series of operational
events, which its staff were not able to respond to as quickly as they should. South East
Water said its water supply complaints increase was due to the prolonged dry spell
bringing more leakage complaints and agricultural usage in Kent causing customers to
complain about pressure. CCWater expects both companies to learn from this and will be
monitoring the water supply complaints received against them.
Portsmouth, Veolia Water Southeast, and Cambridge had the fewest water supply
complaints per 10,000 connections.
The significant reduction in United Utilities’ customers complaining about water service
saw it improve from the second worst water and sewerage company for this category in
2010-11 to the best performing, when looking at complaints per 10,000 connections.
11. Customer complaints to companies about their sewerage service
Customers made just over 2% fewer complaints about their sewerage service (down from
14,796 in 2010-11 to 14,474 in 2010-11). Customer complaints in this category accounted
for 8.9% of the total written complaints, slightly higher than the previous year.
There are only ten water and sewerage companies in England and Wales. Table 5 shows
the increases and decreases in complaints about sewerage service compared to the
previous year, where it was 8.0.
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Table 5: Customer complaints about sewerage services
Company
Fewer complaints
United Utilities
Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water
Northumbrian
Southern
Anglian
More complaints
Severn Trent
Wessex
South West
Yorkshire
Thames

2010-11

2011-12

% Change

2,419
968
750
1,481
2,092

1,357
678
533
1,100
1,740

-43.9
-30.0
-28.9
-25.7
-16.8

1,811
474
516
709

1,813
492
573
962

+0.1
+3.8
+11.0
+35.7

3,573

5,225

+46.2

Note: Veolia Water East, a water-only company, reported one sewerage service complaint, which is not included in the
analysis.

From 1 October 2011, the water and sewerage companies were responsible for the
ownership of private sewers located outside customer’s property boundaries. CCWater
supported this and pressed the industry to communicate this change clearly to customers,
highlighting the benefits of transfer and warning customers of the potential costs. This
approach helped minimise the impact of customer complaints. In the future, CCWater will
work with Ofwat to challenge any company proposals that go above the Government cost
estimates (between £3 and £14 per year on sewerage bills). CCWater will also use
research to identify a suitable pace for the delivery of company capital works from this
transfer.
Customer complaints about sewerage service are also influenced by extreme weather,
such as storms, or in some cases prolonged rainfall. Chart H shows the number of
sewerage service complaints per 10,000 connections. The industry average was 6.0
complaints, down 0.2 from 2010-11.
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Chart H: Sewerage service complaints per company 10,000 connections
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Once again, for 2011-12 Thames had the most complaints per 10,000 connections. Its
increase in customer complaints kept it at the highest number compared to the rest of the
industry. South West moved from the third highest in 2010-11 to second. Wessex had the
lowest number of complaints per 10,000 connections. The chart shows five other water
and sewerage companies following closely behind.
Some customer complaints about sewerage service are severe, especially in cases of
flooding, and may require extensive capital works that carry a considerable cost and may
take several years to complete. Given this potential timescale, CCWater welcomes the
resolution of sewerage service complaints after the first letter but understands if
companies do not reach 90% of first letter complaint resolution.
12. Customer complaints to companies about metering
For the first time in three years, metering complaints have increased, albeit slightly, from
7,378 in 2010-11 to 7,576 in 2011-12, a rise of 2.7%. Part of this may be due to the
increase in metered customers from new properties; those opting for a free meter
installation and compulsory metering programmes. In 2011-12, 4.6% of total complaints
were about metering issues, compared to 4% in 2010-11.
Most companies reported a reduction in metering complaints. Table 6 shows the
companies with the highest percentage increases and decreases in metering complaints.
Some of the numbers are from the smaller water only companies and have a low base so
the percentages may be high in these cases.
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Table 6: Customer complaints about metering
Company
Fewer complaints
Cambridge
Essex and Suffolk
Wessex
Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water
Northumbrian
More complaints
South Staffordshire
South East
Southern
Hartlepool
Portsmouth

2010-11

2011-12

% Change

34
234
59
40
272

17
118
36
26
179

-50.0
-49.6
-39.0
-35.0
-34.2

41
174
338
4

79
372
773
12

+92.7
+113.8
+128.7
+200.0

2

7

+250.0

Chart I shows the number of metering complaints per 10,000 metered accounts. Despite
customer complaints about metering increasing, the complaints per 10,000 metered
accounts reduced from 7.5 in 2010-11 to 7.0 last year.
Chart I: Metering complaints per company 10,000 metered connections
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Some companies reported low complaint numbers for this category and companies may
categorise these types of complaints differently. Any comparisons should be made with
caution.
Southern Water customers made twice the number of complaints about metering than in
the previous year. This trend is in line with its measured billing complaints and reflects
the increase in number of customers metered under the company’s universal metering
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programme. United Utilities had a 10.8 percentage increase of customers complaining
about metering issues. Thames Water improved from 2009-10 with a decrease of 4.4%,
which moved them from the highest proportion of complaints to third.
For the second year, Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water was the best performing water and
sewerage company with a further decrease in metering complaints. Hartlepool was the
worst performing water only company, although it only has around 11,000 metered
customers, and received 12 customer complaints about metering issues.
Veolia Water East was the best performing water only company with just three complaints
about metering in the year.
13. Customer complaints to companies about other services
The category, other services, covers complaints about company administration, literature,
or problems accessing or using company telephone systems. Although the service failures
tend to be less severe than other main categories, a serious administrative problem can
have the highest impact on the day-to-day running of a company. In the past, companies
that have delivered poor service in this category have had an influx of customer telephone
contact and subsequent written complaints.
Complaints in this category reduced by 15.8% in 2011-12 compared to the previous year.
As the reduction is similar to the total complaint numbers, complaints under the other
category remained at 8.3% of the total of all complaints received. Table 7 shows the five
companies with the biggest decreases and increases in other complaints.
Table 7: Customer complaints about other services
Company
Less complaints
Sutton and East Surrey
Wessex
Bristol
Portsmouth
Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water
More complaints
Cambridge
South East
Southern
Veolia Water Southeast
Hartlepool

2010-11

2011-12

% Change

37
474
194
22
2,129

14
223
93
11
1,193

-62.2
-53.0
-52.1
-50.0
-44.0

30
1,406
1,096
12

35
1,733
1,371
19

+16.7
+23.3
+25.1
+58.3

8

19

+137.5

Many of the companies with high increases and decreases have a low number base. Much
of the good work by Southern Water two years ago which resulted in a 70% decrease of
other category complaints has been undone.
Sutton and East Surrey reported the highest percentage decrease of 62.2% on the previous
year. Chart J shows the other complaints per 10,000 connections. The average of 4.1
improved from 5.2 from the previous year.
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Chart J: Other services complaints per company 10,000 connections
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South East Water was the poorest performer for other complaints per 10,000 connections.
This reflects on the problems it had at the beginning of the year. Eight other companies
received above average numbers for this category when comparing by 10,000 connections.
United Utilities and Portsmouth were the best performing companies when measured by
complaints about other services per 10,000 connections. However, there are variations
between how companies categorise this type of complaint.
14. Conclusion and further action by CCWater
CCWater is pleased that companies have listened to us, and for the fourth year complaints
have reduced. Written complaints against water companies have decreased by over 40%
since their peak in 2007-08. However, the rise in customer complaints against some
companies shows there is no room for complacency. The high increase in the number of
customers complaining to South East Water demonstrates that companies are not immune
to a reversal of the overall improving trend. CCWater will continue its work to ensure
companies resolve problems quickly to prevent long standing issues and, where possible,
avoid them.
Water companies have responded well to our pressure and subsequently our investigations
against them have reduced to low levels, but many complaints that CCWater deals with
against companies show that they could have done more. CCWater will continue to build
on these improvements and focus on a continuing reduction in overall complaints. We will
also be pushing for a significant drop in the number of customers have cause to write to
complain to water companies more than once.
CCWater will use the information in this report to challenge the underperforming
companies to improve their customer service. Our focus will be to make sure this positive
downward trend continues and that the outlying and poor performing companies move
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closer to the rest of the industry so that all water companies across England and Wales
deliver an equally good quality of service to business and domestic water consumers.
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